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"The more one realizes that the chief _
goal of the liberation movement goes
beyond the achievement of political
independence to the superior level of
complete liberation of the productive
forces and the construction of economic,
social and cultural progress of the
people, the more evident is the necessity
of undertaking a selective analysis 0£
the values of the culture within the
framewodc of the struggle for liberation."

1

African liberation movements are forms of social transformation that are specific to the economic and social conditions of Africa in the twentiety century.

They are a response 2

to the imposition of colonial rule in the nineteenth century
and, to the new stages of capitalist development in the

twentieth century.

Further, they are a respon,3e to the

"tarious forms of economic penetration a11d manipulation yet
present in the final quarter of the twentieth centur :1 .

Addi ·--

tionally, African liberation movements form part of a continuum
of African struggle against an alien control that begins with
sporadic rebellions against early colonizing forces, continues ·
through forms of nationalist stru~gle initiated during the
period of colonial domination and expresses it.self today in
the liberation movement.
African liberation movements are not nationalist movements in the sense that the Tanganyika African National Union
(TANU), led by Mwalimu Julius Nyerere, secured "independence"
for then - Tanganyik_a _in 1961.

African liberation movements,

like national liberation movements elsewhere, e.g., the
National Liberation Front of South Vietnam (NLF), the Algerian
National Liberation Front (FLN), are not seeking to merely
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substitute African district officers where there once were
British, Portuguese, or Afrikaner district personnel.

It is

fundamental to understand that these are not efforts to
mobilize thousands only to have o.ew flags waving over luxurious
homes of an "Africanized" elite.

(An elite ·which avoids at

every instance continued contact and identification with the
"source" - the masses - which provided their new found status
and power) • -·

Liberation movements are more than a thrust for

a sense of conununity or for political independence.
ecompass these goals but reach much further.

They

Liberation move-

ments are concerned with the total transformation of a society.
And the involvement of international capital has endowed the
national liberation movements in Africa with a global s ·'-gnificance, transforming local wars of liberation into integral
elements of world-wide anti-imperialist struggle.

"Mon pas mas gue grandi e ka na tapa ceu"
"No fist is big enough to hide the sky," a peasant
saying of Guinea-Bissau used in reference to new outrages of
colonialist military repression, destruction or momentary
setbacks, this saying illustrates the depth of change to
which the liberation movement addresses itself.

Liberation

movements constitute a profound drive for power over all
spheres and dimensions of a society's productive forces.
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Emerging after .World War II and, in the new set
of historical and economic circumstances of . the fifties
(paralleling to some extent a decline in the power of t he
more orthodox ~revolutionary" mo~~ents), . African liberation movements do not precisely fit any Western model.

They

follow neither a "German or an English ·, " Portuguese, or a
1917 Russian pattern.

The most substantive question is not

whether the nation preceded the state or, the state the nation.
Rather, it is whether the struggle succeeds in destroying the
institutions which deter the people from having the greatest
access to their own productive capabilities. · And, it is a
question of deve-l oping .new institutions geared at maximizing
the participation opportunities for the people and at freeing
them from all forms of domination whatever their form.

Thus,

as Gil· Fernandes, representative of the African Party for the
Independence of Guinea and the Cape Verde Islands (PAIGC),
points out when he is asked about the possiblity of a national
bourgeoisie (in the Fanonian sens~) taking over after the
completion of the military struggle, ."we will not have such
a thing, our people know why they struggle, a~d our peasants
will retain their guns."
These questions, i.e., freeing of productive capabilities and participation, which get at the essence of the
nature of a national liberation struggle were brilliantly described by the late Secretary-General of the PAIGC, Amilcar
Cabral, when at the 1966 ~ricontinental Conference in Havana,
he stated:

-
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"We have seen that violent usurpation of
the process of development of the productive forces of ·the dominated socio-economic
whole constitutes the principal and permanent characteristic of imperialist domina~
tion, whatever its form. We have also seen
that this freedom plone can guarantee the
normal development of the historical process of a people. We can therefore conclude
that national liberation exists only when
the national productive forces have been
completely freed from every kind of foreign
domination •
• • • for us the basis of national liberation,
whatever the formulae adopted on the level
of international law, is the inalienable
right of every people to have its own history,
and the objective of national liberation is
to regain this right usurped by imperialism,
that is to say, to free the process of development of the national productive forces.
For this reason, in· our opinion, any national
liberation movement which does not take into
consideration this•basis and this objective
may certainly struggle against imperialism,
but will surely not be struggling for national
liberation." 3
The importance of the participation component was very
recently commented upon by Basil Davidson in the 1973 Socialist
Register.

On the pages of that useful journal he wrote:
"Everything must turn, accordingly, on the
degree of mass participation that the . PAIGC
could inspire and organize. Only those who
free themselves can achieve freedom. But
only those can free themselves who have
understood that freedom is the struggle
against oneself, against one's own weakness
of knowledge or perception, as well as
against the enemy who denies freedom. Liberation, on this view, above all means participation, active participation, in · a process
for whose consummation mere adherence or
support is not enough. To achieve this kind
of participation the PAIGC, with whatever
failures and shortcomings, have directed
their whole effort. And the nature of this
effort is no doubt the central indicator of
the typological difference between this
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revolutionary nationalism and the reformist or "populist" nationalism of the movements for "primary decolonization" during
the 1950s and early 1960s. These achieve~
mass support; mass participation, in t lle
sense of continuing individual and collective involvement displayed by the populations of the liberated areas of Guinea-Bissau,
or of comparable populations in Angola and
Mozambique, had a lowly.place on their agenda.
But on the PAIGC agenda, and almost from the
start, it has been almost everything. That
is why the assassination of Cabral, though
imposing an irreparable loss, could not halt
or even more than momentarily check the onward drive of the PAIGC towards its objectives." 4
Liberation movements by their very nature are involved
with two task_s, both carrying out a liberation struggle (usually
armed but not necessarily limited to that form) and preparing
an independent society.

We can identify four basic functions

which must be carried out by the liberation movement as it
gains control of territory and by the post-independence (i.e.,
nominal political independence) government as it emerges:

1)

the economic, engaging and maintaining the broadest number of
p~ople in the processe·s of nation~l production; 2) the political,
organizin9 and mobilizing the people _for the leading role in
national decision-making efforts; 3) the administrative, servicing the new society with necessary technical expertise, in
most instances this entails building new mechanisms for services
which the colonial structure because of its very nature would
not provide, e.g., services for the elderly and other non-profitable members of the society; and 4) the military, physically
expelling the enemy and creating the controls to assure his
not returning, e.g., the necessity of arming the civilian

-
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population in Sekou Toure-.led Republic of Guinea especially.
after the 1970 invasion attempt.
There is as well an interrelatedness among these
functions.

For example, the military struggle benefits from

the success of the administrative sphere in the latter's
providing a sound educational program or structure of medical
services.

(Particularly, the latter in terms of getting

people medical care; curing problems as soon as possible and
keeping health and spirits on a positive note).
Then there is the interpenetration of political and
military considerations.

The notion of the scholar, Egbal

Ahmad, that the military struggle is only effective to the
degree that the enemy is out-administered is a further example
of this kinship of functions.
Since we will be constantly referring to the national
liberation movement in Guine-Bissau, we may once again look to
the thinking of Amilcar Cabral for further amplification:
"We have liberated more than 80% of our
national territory·. We shall liberate
the rest. We shall liberate the Cape
Verde Islands. Step by Step, we construct our State. Our.present position
is that of an independent nation with a
part of its national territory, notably
the urban centers and the islands, still
under foreign occupation. Through this
struggle, we have conquered the right to
our own personality in the international
field."
(Amilcar Cabral, late Secretary
General of the PAIGC during a
visit to the USA in 1972)
The question of a national liberation movement, like
all questions having to do with social change and societal
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development, must be posed within and ac_c ompanying an appreciation of the specific historical circumstances that spawned
that movement.

Thus, in the discussion which will fol[ow,

there will be an ' effort to descripe and analyze some of the
following aspects of the national liberation· movement in Guine
Bissau:
the geographical circumstances of Portugal,
Guine-Bissau, and the Cape Verde Islands
- the nature and development of Portuguese
colonialism in the international capitalist
arena
- changes in the internal situation of Portugal
- P·o rtugal' s relations with other Western and
non-Western countries
- the events in Portugal leading to the military
coup of April 26, 1974 and the seating of
General Spinola as the Head of State.
(See
attached appendix)
Unfortunately, in the space· of this paper and given
the rapidity of events now occurring in Portugal and Africa,
I will neither exhaustively discuss nor definitely analyze the
entire subject matter of the historical development of the
national liberation movement in Guine Bissau.

I shall touch,

however, upon many aspects of that question.

I will not dwell,

at great length, upon the PAIGC and the movement itself, e.g.,
organization, structure, military strength, ideology.

Though

all of these will necessarily be touched upon; my primary concern
is to relate the national liberation struggle of Guine Bissau
to the historical development of Portugal itself.

One central

contention that will be presented in the follow-up is that to
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gain any modicum of ."independence" (defined in terms of controlling one's own productive capabilities), a state must be
revolutionary and, that, even then 'the revolutionary struggle
of a state cannot be seen except tn the context of the present
~

.

pattern of globa~ domination by the .capitalist nations led by
the USA.
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